inclined Lebanese-Egyptian family but also bandleader of Toronto-based Sultans of
String, the award-winning quintet that fuses Celtic reels, flamenco, Cuban rhythms
and much more.
The Sultans, who this year celebrate their 10th anniversary and last year released
Subcontinental Drift with guest sitar master Anwar Khurshid, play the NAC Fourth
Stage April 14.
But when McKhool is asked about music’s linguistic universality, he’s initially
bemused.
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“That’s a really hard question,” he says by telephone. Then, dipping into his academic
background (psychology at McGill University), he suggest that “Music maybe
bypasses the super-analytic language centre of the brain and goes to a more primal
place where there can be more communication. Obviously the (cerebral) cortex area
is involved, but I wonder if it goes more to the limbic area.”
Then, shifting to what’s really most important about music, he says, “Maybe it starts
with rhythm, and the rhythm of all music whether it’s south Asian or Cuban or folk or
whatever is going to move your soul and body.”
That ability to move us no matter what its origin makes music a powerful vehicle for
achieving what McKhool, 47, defines as one of the Sultans’ goals.
“A lot of the music we play, it’s not that it’s just a fusion of styles. We’re trying to
emulate a model for world peace even though (the styles) are from very different

backgrounds.”
On the new album, that includes a Bhangra/Bollywood version of Bob Dylan’s Blowin’
in the Wind sung by Khurshid. Dylan’s cry for freedom is especially appropriate in the
case of Pakistan-born Khurshid who, reports McKhool, wasn’t permitted to play the
sitar in public in his native village. “It was a predominantly Muslim community, and
some branches of Islam don’t condone the playing of stringed instruments.”
Unlike Khushid, whose work is featured on the soundtracks of Life of Pi and The Love
Guru, McKhool grew up in place where all kinds of music were celebrated. His mother
taught piano and theory, and his parents’ record collection included not just classical
music but sitar guru Ravi Shankar (a “precursor” to world music, says McKhool who
saw him perform at the NAC back in the day).
McKhool studied classical violin as a young person, played in a youth orchestra and
taught himself folk guitar. He also loved prog rockers like Pink Floyd and Genesis –
still does, in fact.
Despite his own musically catholic tastes, his native Ottawa in the 1970s was nowhere
near as ethnically or racially diverse as it is now. “There were just a couple of visible
minority families in our whole school it seemed,” he says. “I was maybe the one kid in
my school who had a hummus pita sandwich in my lunch, and you couldn’t trade
those.” Even so, “as kids, we were just kids,” a foreshadowing of his present-day belief
that musicians have more in common than they have differences.
As a busy touring musician, McKhool has carried that commitment to universality
across the country and internationally. A committed environmentalist, he’s also
applied his faith in music to that sphere: in 2008 he created what’s touted as the
world’s largest bicycle bell orchestra, assembling 800 bell ringers at Yonge-Dundas
Square in Toronto.
He’s also long been an avid children’s performer, bringing his audience-participation
Fiddlefire! concert to youngsters across the country and working with ArtsCan Circle,
an organization that sends musicians and instruments to isolated communities to
help at-risk Indigenous youth find an outlet for self-expression.
He believes young people in particular can benefit from music’s community-building
power.
“Kids are just so open to it. It’s the perfect age and medium to get messages across,”
McKhool says. “Any time I can combine musical fun and political beliefs, I do.”
SULTANS OF STRING WITH ANWAR KHURSHID
Where: NAC Fourth Stage

